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ABSTRACT  13 

The magnetic proximity effect is one of the powerful approaches to realize quantum anomalous 14 

Hall effect (QAHE) in topological insulators (TIs) targeting at high temperatures. Various 15 

TI/ferromagnetic-insulator (FMI) heterostructures have extensively been investigated by using a 16 

van der Waals epitaxial growth technique of TI films grown on FMI substrates. However, FMI 17 

materials which can be used as a substrate are strictly limited due to the lattice mismatching 18 

between TI and FMI, not succeeding to boost the quantization temperature to be higher. Here, we 19 

show that, a large anomalous Hall effect (AHE), comparable to the best value so far reported for 20 

the heterostructure interfaces fabricated by epitaxial growth techniques, is realized for 21 

Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (BSTS)/Cr2Ge2Te6 (CGT) heterostructure by transferring an epitaxially grown 22 

BSTS thin film floating on a ultra-pure water directly on a CGT substrate (wet-transfer method). 23 

The fundamental discussions about the nature of magnetic proximity effect were given in the 24 

aspect of the quality of the CGT substrate, and the atomic orientation of the TI/CGT interface. The 25 

large magnetic proximity effect shown in our present studies can be applicable for a variety of 26 

FMI substrates and therefore can pave a route for promoting magnetic-TIs both in basic science 27 

and applications. 28 

  29 
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Main text 30 

1. Introduction 31 

Introducing a ferromagnetic order into topological insulators (TIs) breaks the time-reversal 32 

symmetry (TRS) and opens an energy gap on the topological surface Dirac states (TSDSs) [1,2]. 33 

One of the intriguing physical phenomena of such magnetic-TIs is the quantized anomalous Hall 34 

effect (QAHE) or anomalous Hall effect (AHE), which generate a dissipationless chiral edge 35 

electrical transport that holds the promise for revolutionary electronic and spintronic devices [3-36 

8]. The QAHE was first observed by doping magnetic transitional metals, such as Cr or V, into 37 

(BixSb1-x)2Te3 (BST) [4]. Afterwards, a lot of studies on magnetic-doped TIs were reported, 38 

however, the observation of QAHE has been succeeded only at ultra-low temperatures below 100 39 

mK due to the various disorders created when magnetic dopants are co-doped into TIs [9-11]. As 40 

an alternative method, an approach using the magnetic proximity effect is expected to be an 41 

effective method to realize QAHE/AHE at a higher temperature [12-25], and is now one of the 42 

very attractive cutting-edge research topics.  43 

The concept of the magnetic proximity is to break the TRS of a preserved topological surface 44 

via a magnetic coupling at the interface between a ferromagnetic insulator (FMI) and a TI. Being 45 

different from the incorporated magnetic elements into TIs, which frequently cause various 46 

problems of creation of disordered states in materials, the intrinsic properties of Dirac electrons on 47 

the TI surfaces can be expected without structural damage in the case of proximity methodologies. 48 

Therefore, QAHE/AHE can be anticipated to be observed at a higher temperature. The proximity-49 

induced AHE has been observed in several FMI/TI hybrid materials so far, such as Bi2Se3/EuS 50 

[12], (BixSb1-x)2Te3/Y3Fe5O12 (BST/YIG) [15,16], and (BixSb1-x)2Te3/CrGeTe3 [20,21,25], 51 
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BiSbTeSe/GaMnAs [22]. In most of these previous works, a TI thin film was grown on a FMI 52 

substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method, where the TI film shows a Van der Waals 53 

epitaxy growth on FMI substrates (Epi-TI/FMI). While MBE growth technique can provide a well-54 

ordered homogeneous coupling between TI and FMI, the structural and chemical mismatch at the 55 

interface between FMI and TI layer inevitably introduces extra defects, preventing the realization 56 

of large AHE [20]. Therefore, the choice of a FMI substrate is strictly limited and only the pair of 57 

BST and CGT shows a large AHE to date, where the both materials share similar crystal structures 58 

(R3"  vs R3"m) with the same anion (Te) [20,21,25]. In order to accelerate the research on the 59 

proximity-induced TI/FMI system (large AHE at high temperatures), other fabrication processes 60 

having a wider selectability of substrates should be required. 61 

Recently, a new challenge for observing AHE/QAHE has been carried out via the proximity 62 

effect using a TI film transferred on a FMI substrate after crystal growth as reported by Che et al. 63 

[18]. While the film transfer methods are familiar in fabricating van der Waals heterostructures in 64 

2D materials, such as graphene, no experimental observations of AHE in a TI/FMI system had 65 

been reported prior to Che et al.’s work. Such a transfer method of a TI thin film (Trs-TI) could 66 

technically be adopted to any substrates, and would be greatly beneficial for both basic science 67 

and applications. Although the previous research succeeded in observing AHE in Bi2Se3(TI) 68 

/YIG(FMI) by transferring a Be2Se3 film on a YIG substrate, successful observations of AHE were 69 

still in rare cases compared to those in Epi-TI/FMI ones. Several reasons could be considered other 70 

than the large carrier number in the BS film, weak magnetization of YIG and/or contaminations at 71 

the interface due to the metal ions included in the solvent. Furthermore, the mismatching of the 72 

lattice orientation in Trs-TI is larger than that in Epi-TI in general, and how such orientation 73 

mismatching at the interface can make an influence on the magnetic proximity is still an important 74 
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open question. In order to address to these problems and clarify whether the Trs-TI method is 75 

relevant to the TI/FMI fabrication, further investigations using a high insulating TI film and a high 76 

magnetization FMI realized by better contamination-free transfer technique are required. 77 

Here, we demonstrate that the largest AHE signal for Trs-TI/FMI, comparable to that 78 

obtained in the case of Epi-TI/FMI, can be realized by applying the magnetic proximity effect 79 

between a high-quality single-crystal film of Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (BSTS) and a CGT substrate (Fig. 80 

1a). The non-damaged Trs-BSTS/CGT heterostructure interface is prepared by soaking a single 81 

crystal BSTS film epitaxially grown on mica in a ultra-pure water (UPW), being followed by 82 

directly transferring the floated BSTS film to CGT substrate, (called a wet-transfer method). 83 

Thanks to the high quality interface without any mechanical damages, our Trs-BSTS/CGT exhibits 84 

a large anomalous resistivity 𝑅!" = 56.3 W at 7 K, the value of which is around 20 times bigger 85 

than that of the previous work on BS/YIG. The anomalous hall angle of our Trs-BSTS/CGT shows 86 

a same magnitude to the Epi-BST/CGT ones, indicating that the orientation mismatching of the 87 

interface does not make a sizable influence to the magnitude of the proximity effect. The detail 88 

discussions about the fundamental nature of the proximity effect was given by the comparison of 89 

our results to those in previous work. 90 

 91 

2. Experimental 92 

In order to observe a clear anomalous Hall (AH) signal on the surface states, it is important 93 

to suppress the contribution from the bulk carriers. In this aspect, BSTS thin film was selected as 94 

the host material because it is one of the best bulk insulating TIs and a high-quality thin film can 95 

be grown by epitaxial physical vaper-phase deposition (PVD) method, which was reported 96 
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elsewhere [26, 27]. BSTS single crystal thin films grown on a mica substrate can be easily 97 

transferred to other substrates such as Si by dipping them into UPW. with free of damage [26,27]. 98 

We applied this wet-transfer technique of BSTS in order to transfer the film onto CGT and 99 

fabricate BSTS/CGT heterostructures. Figure 1 shows the preparation processes of the BSTS/CGT 100 

heterostructure. First, a single crystal thin film of BSTS with 21 nm in thickness was grown on a 101 

mica substrate with a catalyst-free epitaxial PVD method. Then, the BSTS film was exfoliated 102 

from the mica substrate by dipping into UPW (21.9 MW cm, Direct-Q@ 5UV), and transferred to 103 

a CGT substate, which was prepared by a self-flux method of Te. After the film-transfer process, 104 

the BSTS/CGT sample was introduced into a vacuum oven and annealed at 150℃ for 1 hour under 105 

the pressure of 10-1 Pa to dry the sample. All transport measurements were carried out by a Physical 106 

Parameters Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design). 107 

 108 

3. Results and Discussions 109 

A. Raman spectra of BSTS film for each process. 110 

Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra of BSTS film and the CGT corresponding to each 111 

preparation process. The pristine CGT showed two strong peaks at 110 cm-1 and 135 cm-1 and 112 

three weak peaks at 77, 212, 233 and 293 cm-1. Those frequencies are consistent to the previous 113 

report on the cleaved CGT [28]. On the other hand, the pristine BSTS film exhibited three peaks 114 

at 64, 105, and 152 cm-1, whose frequencies are consistent to our previous works [26,29]. The 115 

positions of the peaks of the BSTS film did not change before and after transferring the film on to 116 

the CGT substrate and annealing, while additional peaks from CGT substrate were detected for the 117 

BSTS/CGT heterostructure. The whole spectra curvature of the BSTS/CGT can be well 118 

reproduced by the simple summation of Raman spectra of both pristine BSTS and CGT, as shown 119 
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in Fig. 2 (b). There results indicates that the crystal structure and the chemical components of the 120 

BSTS film do not change during the preparation processes of BSTS/CGT heterostructure.  121 

 122 

B. Resistivity and Hall measurements 123 

       Figure 3 (a) and (b) show sheet resistance (𝑅□) and Hall resistance (𝑅#$) of pristine BSTS 124 

and BSTS/CGT, respectively. The pristine BSTS film exhibited a metallic transport with electron 125 

carrier, where 𝑅□ monotonically decreased with decreasing T and 𝑅#$ showed a negative slope 126 

linear to the magnetic field (B). Thanks to the highly insulating bulk properties of our BSTS films, 127 

contribution of the bulk carriers was suppressed to be negligible, and a surface dominant transport 128 

was realized in a wide T, which was able to be decreased further greatly when the film thickness 129 

was below 20 nm [26,27,29,30]. 130 

     After transferring the BSTS film on CGT, the 𝑅□ at low Ts below 100 K showed a similar 131 

value to that of pristine BSTS, indicating that the transport of TSDS remines dominant in 132 

BSTS/CGT heterostructure. Since the carrier density of the CGT substrate increased exponentially 133 

by increasing T, the CGT substrate became more conductive than the BSTS film at high Ts. 134 

Consequently, the 𝑅□ of BSTS/CGT decreased exponentially at above 100 K similarly to that of 135 

pristine CGT. 136 

     An intriguing drastic change was viewed in Ryx of BSTS/CGT as shown in Fig.3 (b).  The Ryx 137 

of BSTS/CGT exhibited a non-linear curvature, corresponding to the multi-channel conduction 138 

paths of electrons and high mobility holes arising from TSDSs. The phenomenon can be compared, 139 

in strong contrast, to the linear-B dependence observed for pristine BSTS under the same 140 

experimental condition. The Hall effect of negative electrons at high B of BSTS/CGT is steeper 141 
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than that of the pristine BSTS, indicating the reduction in the electron carrier concentration. The 142 

carrier concentration of pristine BSTS was estimated to be 𝑛 = 6.25 × 10%&  cm-2 by a simple 143 

linear curve fitting of the experimental data. For the BSTS/CGT, we carried out a non-linear curve 144 

fitting using a parallel circuit model, and estimated the concentration and the mobility of the two 145 

carriers as 𝑛 = 3.69 × 10%' cm-2 and 𝜇 = 3157 cmV-1s-1 for p-type carrier, and 𝑛 = 2.44 × 10%& 146 

cm-2 and 𝜇 = 293  cmV-1s-1 for n-type one. The carrier density of the n-type electrons was 147 

comparable to that in the previous works on TI/FMI’s, while that of the p-type holes was quite low 148 

[12-24], which could be due to the intrinsic nature of low bulk carrier of BSTS and the energy shift 149 

of the chemical potential as is discuss below. 150 

Both the suppression of n-type carrier concentration and the appearance in p-type carriers 151 

with low carrier density in BSTS/CGT can be explained in terms of the energetically lower shift 152 

in chemical potential due to the charge transfer from BSTS to CGT. The TSDS on pristine BSTS 153 

and CGT are n-type and p-type material, respectively. Thus, considering a simple P-N junction 154 

scheme, the chemical potential of BSTS shifts to lower energy due to the electron transfer from 155 

BSTS to CGT as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b). A similar shift in the chemical potential due to 156 

the P-N junction of TI/FMI interface was discussed in the Epi-BST/CGT system [21]. Since the 157 

work functions of BSTS and BST are close with each other, the same discussion can be applied to 158 

the BSTS/CGT [31]. For the pristine BSTS, the chemical potential of the top surface is considered 159 

to be slightly above of that of bottom surface. Furthermore, since the bottom surface is directly 160 

connected to CGT, the effect of charge transfer could be stronger at the bottom region than at the 161 

top one. Therefore, after contacting the BSTS film to the CGT substrate, the chemical potential of 162 

the bottom surface shifted below the Dirac point and showed a low density of p-type carriers, while 163 

that of the top surface remained above the DP nevertheless with the reduction in its density.  164 
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C. Anomalous Hall Effect in BSTS/CGT heterostructure 165 

One of the most exotic physical phenomena of magnetic-TIs is the AHE, which is expected 166 

to be observed when a band gap is generated in TSDS due to the time reversal symmetry break 167 

caused by magnetic field. In order to observe the AHE in our BSTS/CGT, an accurate 168 

measurement of Ryx at low-B region was carried out in a smaller window of T as shown in Fig. 169 

4(a). It is apparent that a positive Hall effect with a greatly steeper gradient was observed within a 170 

narrow range in magnetic field of -0.25 T to 0.25 T in addition to the positive slope of hole carrier 171 

of TSDS on BSTS. This is considered to be nothing but the AHE as explained later in detail. By 172 

subtracting the part showing a linear gradient of hole carriers as the background, the anomalous 173 

hall resistance (RAH) can clearly be evident as shown in Fig. 4(b). The RAH has a large positive B 174 

dependence and saturates at 𝐵 = ±0.25 T with a maximum value reaching RAH=56.3 W at 7 K. 175 

The magnitude of RAH decreased with an increase in T and disappeared above 100 K.  176 

     In order to judge firmly whether the sharp signal observed in Ryx at low B originates from the 177 

AHE on TSDS, the following two experimental evidences have to be confirmed: (1) whether the 178 

observed RAH can be consistent to the B dependence of the magnetization M of CGT, (2) whether 179 

T dependence of RAH corresponds to the evolution of magnetization of CGT as a function of T. 180 

Figure 5 (a) shows B dependences of RAH(B) for BSTS/CGT and M(B) for CGT at 7 K. The B 181 

dependences of these two systems perfectly identically scale with each other, which satisfies the 182 

first experimental requirement. Concerning the second point, the RAH of BSTS/CGT was plotted 183 

in Fig. 5(b) as a function of T together with the M of CGT. The T dependence of RAH is satisfactorily 184 

identical to the M(T) of CGT. Consequently, the Ryx experimentally observed for BSTS/CGT 185 

fulfills the above two requirements in a satisfactory fashion, being strongly indicative of the fact 186 
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that we have successful observed the AHE on TSDS in our BSTS/CGT heterostructure via 187 

proximity effect. It is noted that the magnitude of AHE to be accessible to the present BSTS/CGT 188 

is RAH=56.3 W at 7 K, which is 20 times larger than the maximum value in the previous report of 189 

BS/YIG, where a similar film-transfer technique was employed [18]. 190 

    Another concern to be addressed is whether the AHE is originated from the proximity effect at 191 

the BSTS/FMI interface or the unintentional doping of Cr atom penetrating into the bottom layer 192 

of the BSTS film, which sometime takes place in Epi-TI/FMI systems due to the defects at the TI 193 

interface. In our processes, the BSTS film was electrostatically placed on the CGT and chemical 194 

interactions at the surfaces are very weak. Furthermore, the annealing temperature of the 195 

BSTS/CGT (150℃) is much lower than the melting temperature of each chemical component. In 196 

addition, if some amounts of Cr ions are intercalated into the bottom surface of BSTS, they would 197 

form a Cr-Bi/Sb layer based on the phase diagram. Actually, the Raman spectra of the BSTS films 198 

did not change in each fabrication process, and we can judge that no structural change has occurred 199 

in the BSTS films before and after fabricating the BSTS/CGT heterostructure. Finally, in the Cr-200 

doped TI systems, the curie temperature Tc is around 45 K, which is less than that of the 201 

ferromagnetic transition of CGT [32]. In our BSTS/CGT, the change of the AH signal matches 202 

well to the magnetization evolution of CGT as shown in Fig. 5(a). Considering these reasons, we 203 

are plausibly able to conclude that the AHE originates from the proximity effect at the interface. 204 

    The magnetic proximity effect in TI/FMI heterostructures is considered to be generated from 205 

the influences of the wave functions of TI perturbed by the broken time-reversal symmetry induced 206 

by the magnetic field of FMI [33,34]. Since only the bottom topological surface of BSTS contacts 207 
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with CGT at the interface, the energy gap of the TSDS is considered to be opened in the bottom 208 

surface with less influences on the top TSDS. 209 

D. Comparison to the other TI/FMI heterostructures 210 

In order to have a comprehensive understanding of the AHE in TI/FMI heterostructure, it is 211 

better to compare not only the value of RAH but also the Anomalous Hall angle, tan	𝜃!" =212 

𝑅!" 𝑅$$⁄ , the latter of which includes the information of both of the RAH and Rxx and providing 213 

more useful information. Figure 6 summarizes the magnitude of RAH and 𝜃!"  at low Ts as a 214 

function of carrier density n for various TI/FIM heterostructures so far reported [15-21]. Here, we 215 

can classify the data from the aspect of preparation techniques of epitaxial grown TI/FMI (Epi-216 

TI/FMI) [15,17,19-21] and film-transferred TI/FMI (Trs-TI/FMI) [18].  217 

Although many experiments are reported on Epi-TI/FMIs targeting for the proximity 218 

magnetic topological heterostructures, merely two reports including our present research are found 219 

on Trs-TI/FMI. In our experiments on BSTS/CGT, both of RAH and 𝜃!" were improved; RAH value 220 

is 20 times larger and 𝜃!" increases more than one order of magnitude than those of BS/YIG [18]. 221 

 In the comparison between the present Trs-BSTS/CGT to Epi-TI/FMI’s, the Trs-222 

BSTS/CGT shows one-order larger values of RAH and 𝜃!" than those of Epi-TI/FMI’s employing 223 

YIG, TIG or LaCoO3 substrates [15,17-19]. It should be noticed that, for both Trs- and Epi-224 

TI/FMI’s, large values of RAH and 𝜃!" were observed in the heterostructures using CGT as the 225 

substrate [20,21]. Since the CGT has the largest magnetization perpendicular to the surface among 226 

the FMI substrates shown in Fig.6, it could generate the largest magnetic proximity effect on TI 227 

films and lead to large values of RAH and 𝜃". 228 
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 229 

 230 

E. The mechanism of magnetic proximity effect in TI/CGT systems 231 

      A detail comparison within the heterostructures employing a CGT substrate gives more 232 

fundamental discussions about the nature of magnetic proximity effect. The value of 𝜃!" in Trs-233 

BSTS/CGT (𝜃!" = 0.75%) is the same as that of BST/CGT given by Yao  (𝜃!" = 0.71%) [20], 234 

while much larger value, ca. 4%, was reported by Mogi et al [21]. Here, the following two 235 

important points should be addressed: the quality of the CGT substrate, and the atomic orientation 236 

of the TI/CGT interface. 237 

For the first point, while the magnitude of the magnetization of CGT as the substrate is 238 

similar among all the three samples, a clear magnetic hysteresis was observed only in the CGT 239 

substrate given Mogi et al., which was prepared by the epitaxial growth technique (Epi-CGT). For 240 

our BTST/CGT and BST/CGT of Yao et al., the substrate was prepared by the exfoliation 241 

technique (Exf-CGT). The disappearance of the hysteresis in the latter case could be due to the 242 

smaller magnetic domain size in Exf-CGT than that in the Epi-CGT, which also could lead to a 243 

reduction in the magnetic exchange interactions at the TI/CGT interface.  244 

As for the second point, in Epi-TI/FMIs, the constituent atoms of a TI periodically arrange 245 

on a FMI so that the lattice mismatching can be reduced as much as possible. Therefore, many 246 

locations of magnetic atoms of the FMI would match with those of the constituent atoms of the TI. 247 

In Trs-TI/FMI, on the other hand, a TI film will be transferred in a random fashion on a FMI, 248 

ending up with the condition that disordered displacement of atoms between the TI and the FMI 249 
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could be greater. Such disorder has been considered to reduce the exchange interactions between 250 

TI and FMI atoms. However, comparing our results on Trs-BSTS/CGT to those of Yao’s Epi-251 

BST/CGT, in both of which the same quality CGT substrate is used, the value of  𝜃!" is almost 252 

the same. Therefore, it can be concluded that the magnetic proximity effect at the TI/FMI interface 253 

has a broad effective field in the in-plane direction, to be compared to the out-of-plane direction 254 

[33].  255 

The plausible candidate of such a broad interaction is the magnetic extension [35, 36], which 256 

has been considered as one of the microscopic mechanisms of magnetic proximity effect. In this 257 

mechanism, the proximity effect is explained by the penetration of the surface state of TI into the 258 

FMI. In general, the surface electronic state decays exponentially into the bulk or vacuum, and 259 

therefore, the penetration depth is quite small. However, in case of the interface of two materials 260 

with a similar crystal structure, the electronic state of TI surface greatly extended into MFI. This 261 

phenomenon can be understood as a resonance electronic surface state at the interface of TI/FMI. 262 

Since such a surface resonant electronic state is widely effective in the in-plane direction and not 263 

sensitive to a small amount of local disordered, it is possible to have a large magnitude of AHE 264 

even in the Trs-TI/FNI heterostructure. The relationship between such disorder/order at the 265 

interface of TI/FMI and AHE via the magnetic proximity effect is still an important open question 266 

in a TI/FM heterostructure system. More accurate studies for various Trs-TI/FMI systems in the 267 

future will shed light on the intrinsic nature of AHE and QAHE via the magnetic proximity effect. 268 

 269 

4. Conclusions 270 
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     In conclusion, a large AHE signal was observed in a damage-free BSTS/CGT 271 

heterostructure prepared by a wet film transfer method. Both of RAH and 𝜃" of our Trs-BSTS/CGT 272 

showed the highest value among the TI/FMI prepared by the film transfer method thanks to the 273 

low carrier density of our high quality BSTS single crystal films. Furthermore, the recorded value 274 

of RAH was comparable to the one observed in Van der Waals epitaxial grown TI/FM 275 

heterostructures, being indicative of an advantageous point of the film-transfer TI on FMI to be 276 

employed as an alternative method via the magnetic proximity effect to achieve AHE/QAHE. The 277 

film-transfer technique is simple and can be applicable to a variety of Trs-TIs/FMIs. Experiments 278 

are expected to be made in the future by employing better combinations of TIs with higher quality 279 

and FMIs with larger magnetization as well as higher Curie temperature. 280 
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 366 

Figure 1. Schematic model of BSTS/CGT heterostructure and its preparation processes. (a) 367 

Schematic model of BSTS/CGT structure and optical image in 200×200 µm2. (b) Schematic model 368 

of Film-transferred BSTS/CGT preparation processes. (c) The detail processes for each 369 

preparation step. 370 
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 372 

 373 

Figure 2. Raman spectra of pristine BSTS, CGT and BSTS/CGT heterostructure. (a) The Raman 374 

spectra of the samples corresponding to each preparation process. (b) Comparison between the 375 

Raman spectra of BSTS/CGT heterostructure (black) and the sum of the pristine BSTS and CGT 376 

(red). The spectra in red were calculated by a linear combination of both BSTS and CGT spectra 377 

in (a) as Itot=IBSTS + 0.6*ICGT. 378 
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 380 

Figure 3. The electronic transport of BSTS/CGT heterostructure. (a) Sheet resistance of 381 

BSTS/CGT, pristine BSTS film and CGT flake. The thickness of the BSTS film is 21 nm, which 382 

is thin enough to suppress the bulk contributions to realize the surface dominant transport. (b) Hall 383 

resistivity of BSTS/CGT and pristine BSTS film at 7 K. The fitting curve of the Hall resistivity of 384 

BSTS/CGT base on the parallel circuit model is shown as a white dashed line. The inset in (b) is 385 

a schematic image of the band picture of before and after transferring BSTS on CGT. Due to the 386 

p-n junction formed at the interface of CGT and the bottom surface of BSTS, the chemical potential 387 

of BSTS shifts to the lower energy level by ending up the bottom BSTS changes from n- to p-type. 388 
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 390 

Figure 4. AHE in BSTS/CGT heterostructure. (a) Hall resistivity at low-B (b) RAH under low-B. 391 

The RAH was extracted by subtracting the positive slope contributed by hole carriers as the 392 

background. 393 
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 395 

 396 

Figure 5. Comparison between RAH of BSTS/CGT and that of the pristine CGT at 7 K. (a) 397 

Temperature dependence of RAH of BSTS/CGT and magnetization of CGT substrate. (b) B 398 

dependence of RAH of BSTS/CGT and magnetization of CGT. In the figures, the whole behaviors 399 

between RAH(T,B) and M(T,B) are perfectly match with each other, which are the firm evidence to 400 

confirm the successful observation of AHE in BSTS/CGT. 401 

 402 
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 404 

 405 

Figure 6. Summary of RAH and qAH among proximity-induced TI/FMI systems at around 2-7 K. 406 

The values of RAH and qAH of Epi-growth systems (triangles) and film-transferred systems (circles). 407 

These data are taken from Ref [15,17-21] are plotted as a function of carrier density together with 408 

the present work. 409 
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